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Declaration by the scientific representative of the project coordinator

I, as scientific representative of the coordinator of this project and in line with the obligations as stated
in Article II.2.3 of the Grant Agreement declare that:

• The attached periodic report represents an accurate description of the work carried out in this
project for this reporting period.

• The project has fully achieved its objectives and technical goals for the period.

• The public website is up to date.

• To my best knowledge, the financial statements which are being submitted as part of this report
are in line with the actual work carried out and are consistent with the report on the resources
used for the project (section 3.4) and if applicable with the certificates on financial statements.

• All beneficiaries, in particular non-profit public bodies, secondary and higher education estab-
lishments, research organizations and SMEs, have declared to have verified their legal status.
Any changes have been reported under section 3.2.3 (Project Management) in accordance with
Article II.3.f of the Grant Agreement.

Name of scientific representative of the Coordinator: Martin Wirsing

Date: 30/11/2012
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Executive Summary

This is the Periodic Progress Report for the second reporting period of the ASCENS project. It con-
tains a publishable summary of the project, a list of project objectives for the second reporting period,
and a description of the work progress and the activities that have been performed by the partners
itemized by work packages. It also contains lists of Deliverables and Milestones for the first two re-
porting periods, a description of the management activities, and a justification of the resources spent
by the project in the second reporting period. Finally it contains the financial statements of the project.

The tables in Sect. B1 (Explanation of the Use of Resources) and B2 (Financial Statements) are
generated by the NEF system and still in draft form. Some partners could not provide all financial
data before the submission date.
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A1 – Publishable Summary

Project Description

The area of the isolated computer has passed. Instead today’s systems are often necessarily ensem-
bles: software-intensive systems with massive numbers of nodes or complex interactions between
nodes, operating in open and non-deterministic environments in which they have to interact with hu-
mans or other software-intensive systems in elaborate ways. Ensembles have to dynamically adapt
to new requirements, technologies or environmental conditions without redeployment and without
interruption of the system’s functionality, thereby blurring the distinction between design-time and
run-time. Examples for this trend can be seen in many areas, ranging from interconnected personal
devices to banking and trading networks to national infrastructure.

Today’s software engineering methods are not adequate for dealing with ensembles: Instead of
static software that operates without knowledge about its environment and hence relies on manual
configuration and optimization we have to build systems with self-aware, intelligent components that
mimic natural features like adaptation, self-organization, and both autonomous and collective behav-
ior.

The goal of the ASCENS project is to build ensembles in a way that combines the maturity and
wide applicability of traditional software engineering approaches with the assurance about functional
and non-functional properties provided by formal methods and the flexibility, low management over-
head, and optimal utilization of resources promised by autonomic, self-aware systems. The overall
approach of the ASCENS project is shown in Fig. 1. To this end we are researching and inventing new
concepts for design and development of autonomous, self-aware systems with parallel and distributed
components. We are developing sound techniques for formal reasoning and verification to support
the process of specification, development and runtime analysis of these systems. The project goes
beyond the current state of the art in solving difficult problems of self-organization, self-awareness,
autonomous and collective behavior and resource optimization in a complex system setting.
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Figure 1: The ASCENS approach.

The ASCENS approach focuses on service-component ensembles (SCEs), hierarchical ensembles
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Figure 2: Service Component Ensemble

built from service components (SCs), simpler SCEs and knowledge units (K) connected via highly
dynamic infrastructure, see Fig. 2.

Service components are nodes that can cooperate, with different roles, in an open and non-
deterministic environment. These basic properties, already satisfied by, e.g., present service-oriented
architectures, are enriched by new properties of awareness: (1) self-awareness; (2) network-awareness;
(3) resource-awareness; (4) awareness-rich behavior making SCs adaptable, connectable and compos-
able. The self-awareness of service components in an ensemble is achieved by: (i) equipping SCs
with declarative information about their own state and behavior; (ii) enabling SCs to collect and store
information about their working environment, possibly gaining limited information about the whole
system; (iii) using this information for redirecting and adapting SC behaviors for optimizing system
performance or for obtaining better results in a competitive environment.

A service-component ensemble is a set of service components (SCs) with dedicated knowledge
units, to represent shared local and global knowledge basis about levels of awareness, resources, con-
nectivity and networking, interconnected in a dynamic network, featuring goal-oriented, safe and
secure execution and efficient resource management.

Research Objectives

To realize ensembles of service components, whose properties go far beyond the state of the art in
current software engineering and technology, we pursue the following research objectives:

1. Linguistic support for programming SCEs, expressing awareness and exchanging knowledge;

2. Formalization and modeling the fundamental properties of SCs and SCEs such as autonomous
behavior and aware-rich networking;

3. Knowledge representation and self-awareness of SCs and SCEs;

4. Methods and mechanisms for adaptation and dynamic self expression;

5. Techniques and methodology for the design and development of reliable SCs and SCEs and
their verification using formal methods;

6. Software infrastructure with a set of tools to support programming, deployment and execution
of SCE-based applications;

7. Runtime monitoring and scalable performance analysis methods;

8. Software engineering methods for ensembles.
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These objectives are based on a common framework that provides the semantic foundations for the
ASCENS approach.

To demonstrate that the results of the project are applicable in practice, we pursue a number of
different case studies: swarm robotics, cloud computing and e-mobility which address complemen-
tary issues and illustrate both the generic approach and the wide coverage of the ASCENS technology.
The case-study work package also serves as a major place for project integration offering a complex
multidimensional problem space that motivates the multidisciplinary approach of ASCENS, calling
formal method, language and tool developers to build up their contributions to awareness-rich tech-
nology. The work in the first project year has been characterized by both individual and collective
efforts while the second year placed an emphasis on the integration of the individual contributions.

Major Achievements of the First Two Reporting Periods

In the first two reporting period the ASCENS project has achieved the following major results:

1. We have defined the Service Component Ensemble Language (SCEL), a new language specifi-
cally designed to program autonomic components and their interaction while supporting formal
reasoning on their behaviors. SCEL is based on an operational semantics and provides different
linguistic layers that permit describing

• the behavior of single components,
• the topology of the intercommunication network,
• the environment where components operate and resource-negotiation takes place, and
• the goal and the knowledge of the whole ensemble.

The syntax and semantics of SCEL rely on a novel communication paradigm based on attributes;
the programming abstractions of SCEL allow the programmer to directly represent behaviors,
knowledge and aggregations according to specific policies. The solid semantic grounds of the
language lay the basis for developing logics, tools and methodologies for formal reasoning
on systems behavior in order to establish qualitative and quantitative properties of both the
individual components and the overall systems. We have implemented a runtime environment
for developing autonomic and adaptive systems according to the SCEL paradigm. Moreover,
we have introduced a language for defining access control policies and integrated it with SCEL.
Finally, we have started experimenting with high-level design of SCEL-based applications using
the DEECo component model.

2. We investigated foundational models of autonomic systems by proposing

• resource-aware connectors that address also reconfigurable systems,
• a co-algebraic framework for resource-aware and stochastic calculi, and a behavioral rela-

tion for Markovian process algebras,
• a calculus for synthesizing contracts designed along the Negotiate-Commit-Execute (NCE)

scheme of interaction,
• a concurrent extension of dynamic logic that allows us to distill the hypothesis under which

the correctness of compensable programs can be ensured,
• a novel operator for the modular presentation of preference domains based on soft con-

straints,
• a general system model for ensembles (GEM) as a basis for formalizing notions such as

adaptation, awareness and self-awareness, and
• game-theoretic approaches and co-algebraic techniques for investigating emerging behav-

iors of autonomic components.
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3. Based on a state-of-the-art survey and key requirements for knowledge representation we devel-
oped the high-level modeling language KnowLang for specifying knowledge in ensembles.

• The model is structured into hierarchically organized specification tiers and supports the
parameterization necessary to cover the specification of the ASCENS knowledge domains
and reasoning primitives.

• An important break-through was the KnowLang mechanism for self-adaptive behavior
where knowledge representation and reasoning help to establish the connection between
knowledge, perception and actions realizing self-adaptive behavior.

• We started working on the KnowLang Reasoner and the KnowLang Toolset.

• Moreover, we continued our work on the awareness mechanism and developed a concep-
tual reference model for awareness called "Pyramid of Awareness" and outlined how this
model can be realized with the KnowLang Framework.

4. For adaptation and self-expression we

• defined a sound innovative model (SOTA) to analyze the adaptation requirements of auto-
nomic service component ensembles, also supporting the application of early verification
techniques to check the correctness of such requirements,

• formalized the notion of black-box adaptation based on the GEM system model and pro-
posed a simple structural criterion for white-box adaption, where a component is deemed
adaptable if it has a precisely identified collection of control data that can be modified at
run-time,

• identified some key self-adaptation patterns (both at the level of individual SCs and of
SCEs) and their framing into a sound taxonomy of self-adaptation schemes centered around
the key concept of control loops,

• developed, in the form of an Eclipse plug-in, a simulator for self-adaptive patterns, and in
particular for the study of the behavior of adaptation schemes based on autonomic feed-
back loops;

• identified the main patterns and mechanisms for dynamic self-expression.

5. We have studied several variants of BIP for modeling and analyzing ensembles:

• the Dy-BIP component framework, based on rigorous operational semantics, for hierar-
chically constructing both static and dynamic architectures from atomic components, we
have completed an optimized, distributed implementation of Dy-BIP that fully addresses
priorities;

• the BI(P) component framework without priorities, where we proved its expressive power
to be equivalent to (certain dialects of) Petri nets with boundaries, the wire calculus, and
the tile model;

• SMC-BIP, a stochastic extension of and model-checker for BIP for analyzing component-
based systems with stochastic behaviors.

We have investigated the relationship between (a variant of) SCEL and BIP and proposed a
prototype translation from SCEL to BIP.

6. For verifying ensembles we have developed:

• a framework and a tool for evaluating and automatically synthesizing controllers that be-
have efficiently with respect to a given cost and reward model;

• a uniform semantics for name passing calculi supporting the specification of concurrent
and distributed systems with dynamically evolving topologies;
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• a language for statically analyzing quantitative security aspects of a system;
• validation techniques that incorporate quantitative aspects of SCs and SCEs; this allowed

us to build appropriate abstractions of SCEs avoiding state-explosion issues without dis-
carding the interesting properties of large ensembles;

• improvements to existing compositional and incremental verification techniques that can
scale up to thousands of components by exploiting a system’s architecture.

7. We have addressed security aspects of SCs and SCEs in two ways:

• we have implemented a model-driven approach to generate Java code corresponding to
access policies specified using a high-level graphical modeling language,

• we have developed a new pattern for security of cloud services and proved its correctness.

8. We have specified key requirements for the integration of SC and SCE tools into a single de-
velopment environment. We have modified the SENSORIA Development Environment (SDE)
to satisfy the requirements of the ASCENS tooling platform and started the integration of tools
into the SDE.

9. For the engineering of ensembles we have

• catalogued the challenges faced by developers of ensembles in the real world;
• designed the POEM language that allows the specification of GEM and SOTA models in a

practical manner and implemented a compiler and runtime;
• provided a Service-Component Repository that integrates the POEM implementation as

query engine for service components; and
• started to investigate software-engineering approaches for ensembles with a focus on aware-

ness engineering.

10. We have defined application requirements and the system needs for the case studies. Based on
these requirements we have developed abstract models for all three case studies and performed
experiments in all three domains using the ASCENS tools, techniques and methods.

We have established the ASCENS website and a blog for communicating the goals and the progress
of ASCENS in a non-technical way. 125 scientific articles were published in important journals,
conference proceedings and workshops related to the ASCENS topics and as book chapters; more-
over, a short overview article was published in the Awareness Magazine and 4 technical reports were
produced during the first two years of the project. ASCENS results were taught in more than 27
graduate and postgraduate courses and tutorials. Project members organized 12 conferences and 19
workshops and participated in the organization of four summer schools covering ASCENS relevant
topics. ASCENS members participated in the AWARENESS coordination action (CA) meetings, in
bilateral meetings with other projects, and in the AWARENESS Virtual Lecture Series (AVLS) and
AWARENESS summer school.

Contact

Prof. Dr. Martin Wirsing
Institut für Informatik
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Oettingenstr. 67
D-80538 München
Germany
Tel: ++49 89 2180 - 9154 (-9151)

Dr. Matthias Hölzl
Institut für Informatik
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Oettingenstr. 67
D-80538 München
Germany
Tel: ++49 89 2180 - 9183
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ASCENS home page: http://www.ascens-ist.eu
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A2 – Project Objectives for the Period

This section provides an overview of the project objectives for the second reporting period and answers
the reviewers’ recommendations from the first reporting period.

WP1: A Service-Component-Ensemble Language and its Logic

The main objective of WP1 is the development of SCEL (Service Component Ensemble Language),
a new language specifically designed to program autonomic components and their interaction, while
supporting formal reasoning on their behaviors. The activities of the second year of WP1 have focused
on all WP1 tasks:
Task T1.1 (Languages for Describing and Coordinating Ensembles Components) whose main aim is

to develop the linguistic primitives for modelling the behavioural part of SCEL components,
their aggregations and their communications. The SCEL language has been refined and pro-
totypical implementations of the formalism have been devised in order to start evaluating ade-
quacy of the chosen abstraction primitives.

Task T1.2 (Primitives for Context Aware Resources Negotiation) which mainly deals with the issue
of resource negotiation while taking into account the environment in which the components
operate, e.g. by integrating features from the concurrent-constraint programming paradigm
into SCEL. This integration has been investigated, in collaboration with WP2, and a SCEL
dialect for concurrent constraint programming (ccSCEL) has been defined with new knowledge
management primitives.

Task T1.3 (Languages and Logics for Task Descriptions and Dynamic Reconfiguration) which deals
with the fourth layer of the SCEL language and is concerned with the fact that service com-
ponent ensembles, as well as the underlying network architecture, have to adapt themselves to
modifications of their execution environment while exploiting global or local knowledge. In this
regard, dynamic adaptation mechanisms based on runtime policies have been investigated and
initial studies have been performed about using stochastical model checking to support decision
making in presence of partial knowledge.

During year 2 we have taken into account the recommendations from the previous review. In particu-
lar:

• Recommendation 1: “The mutual influence between the different work packages has to be in-
creased. Use cases should influence the work on WP1 and WP2 that, in turn, should influence
WP3 and WP5.” — The work of WP1 has paid special attention to the case studies. For instance,
the developments SCEL has been validated over the robotics case study, while the development
of the policy language has been validated over the cloud case study.

• Recommendation 2: “In future deliverables use one of the case study scenarios to illustrate the
introduced concepts. For instance, to illustrate the basic concepts of SCEL in WP1.” — The
contributions of WP1 to deliverables and, in particular, those contributions related to ASCENS,
have been illustrated with running examples based on the ASCENS case studies. For instance,
JD2.1 uses the scenario from the robotics case study as a running example to illustrate all the
contributions (not only those of regarding WP1 and SCEL).

WP2: Foundational Models for Service Component Ensembles

The overall objective of the WP is to reach a "satisfactory formalization of foundational models for
autonomous Service Component Ensembles (SCEs)". Its three tasks focus on complementary issues,
which have been advances during year 2.

ASCENS 11
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Task T2.1 is concerned with "the study of resource-aware infrastructures and networking middleware
modelled in terms of advanced components, glues and connectors". Work on the foundations of
connectors and the distributed implementation of BIP have been carried on. Also the networking
middleware has been interpreted in terms of either rich calculi for networking (NCPi) or on
advances on stochastic languages (FuTS, PEPA).

Task T2.2 The aim of this task is "to develop robust mathematical foundations for interaction scenar-
ios that are characterized by highly dynamic, autonomic components". This meant to further
extend the applicability of the NCE schema, as well as to start a deployment of soft constraint
techniques in different WPs of the project (including case studies), mostly as a specification
technique.

Task T2.3 continued the application of game semantics techniques from economic theory into (power)
grid systems and the instantiation of control theory techniques in a coalgebraic fashion, the latter
possibly coalescing with the work on stochastic calculi in Task 1.

Last year review gave no specific recommendation for WP2. There were a few general recommen-
dations applicable to WP2:

• Recommendation 1: “The mutual influence between the different work packages has to be in-
creased. Use cases should influence the work on WP1 and WP2 that, in turn, should influence
WP3 and WP5.” — Several connections of WP2 with other work packages are described in
various deliverables. More precisely, they are reported on Deliverables D1.2 (about ccSCEL),
D3.2 (about SCKL, integrating soft constraints in KnowLang as a KR technique), D7.2. (about
the use of soft CLP for the e-mobility optimization problem), and on Joint Deliverables JD2.1
(ccSCEL and SCKL) and JD2.2 (SCLP). The results of WP2 have been applied to all three case
studies: Besides the soft-constraint-based optimization for the e-mobilitiy case study, WP2 has
developed a formalization for autonomous behavior (reported in Section 3.3.1 of D2.2) that has
been influenced by and applied to the robotics case study [1]. Finally, a preliminary use of NCPi
for the cloud case study is reported in D7.2. In general, Section 5 of D2.1 offers an overview of
the mutual influences between WP2 and other WPs.

• Recommendation 2: “The catalogue of patterns developed in Work Package 4 could prove ex-
tremely valuable to the project as a whole. The list of objectives for the next period mention
continuing analysis of case studies, and also integration with Work Packages 2 and 3.” —
Members of UNIPI have interacted with WP4. They contributed ideas to the catalogue of self-
adaptive patterns presented in D4.2, even if it is still on-going work the establishing of a formal
link between the patterns and the conceptual notion of autonomicity developed in WP2.

WP3: Knowledge Representation and Self-Awareness

As stated, the WP3’s key objectives for year 2 were:

1. complete the KnowLang formal notation and implement appropriate tools for KnowLang;

2. develop high-level generic knowledge models for SCE systems;

3. continue with further implementation of the Reference Model for self-awareness; and

4. investigate techniques for pattern recognition and data mining.

As pointed by the reviewers’ comments below, the first review required more concrete and tangible
outputs and better tasks clarification:

• “This work package has an important role to play, and would benefit from a more concrete, more
tangible set of outputs in the next period of the project.” and in particular Recommendation 3:
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“The tasks for Work Package 3 need to be clarified: at this point, it should be evident exactly
that might be expected from this package. . . .regarding the development of notation, tools, and
models”. In particular, the statement of the next goal for Task T3.3, to emphasize investigation
of techniques for pattern recognition and data mining” promises nothing.”

To address these issues, without changing the overall goals of WP3, we reorganized the tasks to
maximize the impact of our work. Thus, we focused our Research and Development (R&D) on
the development of KnowLang and on a proper awareness mechanism.As originally reported,
there are four tasks to be completed in WP3. In the course of this second year, by following the
KnowLang’s trend of R&D, we focused the first three tasks more on KnowLang as follows:

Task T3.1 This task is entirely dedicated to KnowLang now. So far, this task has been con-
suming most of the R&D time of WP3 and is mainly focused on KnowLang. As initially
described, the task also had to carry the development of knowledge models. This required
focus shifting and to avoid that we moved this development to Task T3.2.

Task T3.2 Following the change in Task T3.1, Task T3.2 has been shifted towards creating
basic KR Models for the ASCENS’s Case Studies. Along with the implementation of the
language, we started specifying basic KR models for all the three ASCENS case studies.
The complexity of the problem stemming from the large diversity of the case studies and
the R&D of KnowLang helped us to realize that we need extra effort on that. Moreover,
the so-called Generic Knowledge Models, which were initially intended to be developed
first, appeared to be better developed by merging knowledge models of the ASCENS case
studies.

Task T3.3 This task is now dedicated to awareness and reasoning. The original task was more
general and was supposed to carry research and investigation on techniques for knowledge
processing and update. However, the narrowed R&D on KnowLang helped us to make this
task more focused and driven by Task T3.1. This task is currently tackling the problem of
developing the KnowLang Reasoner, capable of deducting self-adaptive behavior, along
with the reference model for self-awareness. A major part of the activities in the task shall
be consolidated around the special ASK and TELL operators introduced by KnowLang
for communication with the KnowLang Reasoner.

Note that, currently, Task T3.4 has no changes to carry out, and as shaped, all the tasks shall
help us better achieve the ultimate goals of WP3, i.e., to develop a KR method and reasoning
mechanism for self-awareness in ASCENS systems.

WP4: Adaptation and Dynamic Self-Expression

The key objectives of WP4 for the second year included: (i) completing the catalogue of self-adaptive
patterns (both at the level of individual components and of ensembles); (ii) performing extensive sim-
ulation study to analyze the behavior of self-adaptive patterns (both at the level of individual compo-
nents and ensembles); (iii) compiling the catalogue of self-expression patterns and starting performing
simulation and experiments on such patterns.

• Recommendation 4: “It would be good to place greater emphasis upon the early validation of
the patterns through practical application in the domains of the case studies. . . ” — Indeed
we have intensively studied the patterns in the context of two case studies (robotics and e-
mobility). In particular, the ARGOS simulator has been used for the robotics case study (see
Subsection 4.1 in D4.2), and the simulation plug-in have been used for the e-mobility case study
(see Subsection 4.2 in D4.2). Also, a UNIMORE researcher has already spent 4 months visiting
the WP7 partners in Berlin to deeply connect WP4 activities with case studies.
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• “. . . perhaps in collaboration with Work Package 5”. — We have started discussing with WP5
about the possibility of integrating SOTA model checking approach with BIP, but the effects of
this kicked off collaboration will be tangible at a later stage in the project.

WP5: Correctness of Service Components and Service Component Ensembles

Our overall goal in WP5 is to develop new techniques and underlying theories to allow the design and
the implementation of correct and reliable service components and service component ensembles. To
achieve this goal, WP5 is split into four different tasks.

Task T5.1 In this task we aim at developing techniques for designing and verifying Service Compo-
nents (SCs) with respect to functional and non-functional properties. This includes extending
and improving existing verification and synthesis to address resources issues and/or dynamically
changing systems.

Task T5.2 In this task we try to establish global properties for Service Component Ensembles (SCEs)
from local properties of its constituents. It involves constructive verification techniques based
on compositional reasoning from the properties of individual SCs.

Task T5.3 deals with security properties for ensembles. Our objective is to develop a security model
(i.e. security policies and their enforcement mechanisms) for designing and composing secure
ensembles.

Task T5.4 In this task we complete verification and design methods of the previous tasks by checking
the compliance of the low-level code with respect to the high-level specifications considered in
Tasks T5.1, T5.2 and T5.3.

During Year 2, we took into account the following recommendations of the reviewers:

• Recommendation 1: “The mutual influence between the different work packages has to be in-
creased. cases should influence the work on WP1 and WP2 that, in turn, should influence WP3
and WP5.” and Recommendation 5: “The research activity in Work Package 5 needs to be more
closely connected to the challenges presented in the remainder of the project. One or more
of the objectives set for the next period should demonstrate effective, direct engagement with
Work Package 7: to link to the case studies via other packages would represent a missed, early
opportunity to evaluate the techniques and inform the development of a methodology.”

To address these issues, we proposed the ASCENS design flow in Deliverable JD2.2 in which
a system is specified by high-level, goal-oriented, languages such as POEM and SOTA, and
is validated using BIP, Bio-PEPA and/or Sto-Klaim representations that include non-functional
platform-related properties. This flow involves also SCEL as an intermediate and executable
representation that can be used for early validation of the application, i.e. without consider-
ing any execution platform. We have also shown how the BIP framework and toolset can be
directly integrated in the proposed flow for static systems, based on the translation of SCEL
specifications into BIP models. This flow is illustrated by its instantiation to the robotic case
study. Deliverables JD2.2 and D5.2 also contain applications of some of the techniques of WP5
to each of the three case studies of the ASCENS project.

WP6: Tool Integration Platform for Service Component Ensembles

The objective of WP6 aligns with Objective 6 of the ASCENS project, that is, to provide tools (and
methodology) for the design and development of correct SC and SCE and their verification. This
objective is further augmented with our ambition to release an innovative integrated tool platform
for the development of complex software systems based on ensembles, which will be put at work
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in diverse use case scenarios elaborated within the ASCENS project in general and within WP7 in
particular.

Towards this objective, we have mostly completed the work on task T6.1, collecting requirements
on the integration platform, settling on an integration course based on the use of the SDE environment,
and creating a technical support framework (documentation, issue tracker, communication) for tool
developers. We have also initiated work on tasks T6.2 and T6.3, delivering the first prototypes of the
ASCENS tools and preparing directions for eventual integration. The details on the tool release are
available in D6.2.

Although the last project review did not issue any recommendations that would target WP6 specif-
ically, we have followed the general tone of the recommendations, which emphasized integration
between the individual thematic directions of the project and the connection between the theoreti-
cal and practical work. In particular, WP6 provides the supporting environment for the jRESP and
jDEECo frameworks that, at different levels of abstraction, connect the SCEL language concepts to
the ensemble implementation process, and for the other project tools. We are also actively working
on connections across tools, to deliver a truly integrated tool suite, not just a set of isolated tools that
happen to run within the same tool platform – these are again described in detail in D6.2.

WP7: Case Studies

As stated in DoW, the two major objectives within this reporting year have been (a) model synthesis
and (b) models integration and simulations, applied to specifics of the three different case studies.

Model syntheses objective requires tight collaboration with work packages 1 to 5 with a goal to:
(1) provide libraries with generic and general purpose practical methodology to implement high-level
features of self-awareness and (2) Test the case study specification and requirements against languages,
knowledge, models and tools to deploy them. In the concrete case studies settings (according to the
description of work – DoW) the objectives are to define and approve:

• a model for an ensemble of robots with a behavior-based architecture responsive to the dynamic
and modifiable scenarios,

• a model for an ensemble of self-aware science cloud resources with their SLAs, technical suit-
ability and network quality requirements,

• a model for e-mobility that would take into account the application hierarchy with components
and ensembles, their collective and individual needs, and their orchestration (static, dynamic,
temporal and spatial).

The integration and simulation is about providing prove-case and test both system functionality
and correctness at semi-simulated environments. The integration of the ASCENS languages and tools,
for each of the case studies should provide:

• Early proof of self-aware robot swarm concepts,

• A set of self-aware resources that form a science cloud

• Awareness rich concepts of e-mobility as a first step towards final implementation.
Concerning the comments received after the first review a two day meeting has been organized

where detailed cross WP links were established and consequently deployed afterwords. More detailed
cross WP influence is described in the deliverable D72.

WP8: Engineering and Best Practices for Service Component Ensembles

Task T8.1 “Challenges of Developing SCEs in the Real World” was completed in the first reporting
period, therefore no objectives for this task remained in the second year of the project. The key
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objectives of WP8 during the second reporting period were
Task T8.2 “A Service-Component repository for self-aware autonomic ensembles” had as objective

the establishment of the service-component repository (SCR).

Task T8.3 “Best Practices for SCEs” started in month 19 with the objective to work towards an cata-
logue of patterns and best practices for developing ensembles.

No specific recommendations were given by the reviewers for WP8. Since the work of WP8 extracts
information from WPs 1 to 7, most of the work of WP8 is performed in close cooperation with the
other WPs, thereby addressing the general comments of the reviewers about interaction between WPs.

WP9: Dissemination, Collaboration and Exploitation

The key objectives of WP9 during the second year were:
1. to improve the dissemination material and infrastructure that enables communication within the

project and dissemination of results,

2. to continue with concrete dissemination activities, such as publication, presentations, organiza-
tion of events and courses,

3. to continuously update the content of the ASCENS web site as well as produce new blog entries,
and

4. to participate in dissemination activities organized by the Coordination Action on Self-Awareness
in Autonomic Systems (AWARENESS), such as a lectures and summer schools.

Concerning the recommendations received after the first review, we addressed them as follows:
• “. . . we expect an increase in the journal publications in the subsequent period.” — We had an

increase from 7 journals published in the first period to 9 published or accepted for publication
in the second period.

• “The project has started to cooperate with other projects in the same area. Further efforts
should be made and concrete outcomes reported.” — We participated in several AWARENESS
activities enabling exchanges and future collaborations at different levels: project management,
researchers and PhD students.

Answers to Recommendations Concerning the Whole Project

The following recommendations in the review report for the first reporting period are not addressed to
individual work packages:

• “Recommendation 2: In future deliverables make clear the cross influence. For instance, by
adding a subsection in each deliverable where the influence from and to other deliverables is
clearly explained.” — Each deliverable for this reporting period contains a section detailing the
relationship of the work described in the deliverable to other work packages. Furthermore, cross
references explaining the influence from and to other deliverables are included in the text of the
deliverables.

• “Recommendation 6: The consortium should focus on the integration of the work done in differ-
ent work packages. In particular, it would be important to have a common understanding of the
notion of ensemble.” — We have made significant progress with the integration of the research
performed in the first reporting period. This is reflected in two Joint Deliverables that are due
in this reporting period, and in the increasing number of joint publications (38% of publications
are joint publications). We have refined the notion of ensemble in SCEL and are using the same
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notion in POEM; furthermore the SCEL notion of ensemble is compatible with KnowLang and
GEM models1.

• “Recommendation 7: In future deliverables use one of the case study scenarios to illustrate
the introduced concepts. For instance, to illustrate the basic concepts of SCEL in WP1.” —
We have used the case study scenarios in many of the publications of the project and in all
deliverables for the second reporting period. We will continue to use them for publications and
deliverables in the next reporting periods.

• “Recommendation 8: The actual value of new primitives lies in the convenience of the program-
mer (measured by productivity metrics) and the ease of maintainability of such programmes.
This kind of requirements should be considered in ASCENS.” — We agree that convenience for
the programmer and ease of maintainability of programs are important features of new primi-
tives. These aspects are being considered during the development of the ASCENS languages.
To assess the productivity and ease of maintainability of our primitives and languages in prac-
tice, we are using them—wherever it is sensible to do so—to develop software for the project.
For example, the compiler and standard library of our POEM implementation are implemented
in (the executable subset of) POEM itself.

• “Recommendation 9: The analysis methods play an important role from a scientific perspective,
but also for the later transfer into industry. We encourage the consortium to prepare a plan so
that the language SCEL makes its way into industrial practice.” — Since ASCENS is a FET
project, the main focus is on foundational research on ensemble engineering. Transferring these
ideas into industrial practice is a process that takes a long time and significant resources and
can therefore not be accomplished within the scope of ASCENS. However, in the second year
we have made significant progress with the implementation of the SCEL, Dy-BIP and POEM

languages and with tools for analysis. We will continue to improve these implementations and
try to make them usable for developers who are not intimately familiar with the implementation,
which is an important first step for possible adaption in industrial practice. Furthermore, many
of our tools are integrated into the Eclipse-based SDE and we have developed jDEECo, which
provides a programming model based on SCEL for Java programmers. Since jDEECo can be
integrated into an existing Java-based development process and environment it is well-suited for
integration into industrial practice.

A3 – Work Progress and Achievements During the Period

This section provides a concise overview of the progress of the work that was performed in this re-
porting period.

WP1: A Service-Component-Ensemble Language and its Logic (IMT)

The research activities within WP1 have proceeded smoothly during the second year, and there has
been no significant deviations from the DoW. During year 2, WP1’s research activities have progressed
in several directions.

1Since GEM (and SOTA) are based on a purely relational framework, GEM models need not answer the question which
parts of the state space belong to the ensemble and which parts belong to the environment, or which sub-ensembles exist at
any point of time. If desired, however, the SCEL concept of ensemble can be included explicitly in the state space of GEM
models.
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A new version of the language has been developed, whose main differences with the previous ver-
sion are the aggregation mechanism (now based on attribute-based communication) and the possibility
to modify policies at runtime (which enables dynamic adaptation). Moreover, we have implemented
(in collaboration with WP6) a Java Runtime Environment for SCEL Programs (jRESP) for developing
autonomic and adaptive systems according to the SCEL paradigm; this runtime environment has been
exploited to provide statistical model checking of desirable properties of the implemented systems.
We feel that the current definition of the language is quite stable and that, thanks also to its imple-
mentation in JRESP, it can be used to tackle some of the case studies proposed for the project and
considered in WP7. We have defined guidelines for the high-level design of SCEL-based applications
using the DEECo component model studied in WP8.

To deal with the issues of resources management by means of appropriate knowledge managers,
in collaboration with WP2, we have investigated the integration of SCEL with the concurrency con-
straint approach. In particular, we have started the design of a SCEL dialect for concurrent constraint
programming that we called ccSCEL. In this respect, we have also introduced SACPL (SCEL Access
Control Policy Language), a language for defining access control policies in SCEL programs that can
be used to control resource access on the one hand and interaction on the other hand.

To deal with issues related to guiding the progress of the components or of component ensembles
while taking into account goals, changing environments and new acquired knowledge, we have started
considering techniques to model adaptation while exploiting global or local knowledge. In this regard,
dynamic adaptation mechanisms based on runtime policies has been investigated and initial studies
about using stochastical model checking to support decision making in presence of partial knowledge.
Now that the behavioral part of the language abstraction is stable, much attention will be dedicated to
the specification of goals and their role in guiding components progress.

WP2: Foundational Models for Service Component Ensembles (UNIPI)

Among the different strands composing the WP, we highlight a few results that lie at the core of the
DoW characterizing the package.

The work on connectors received a strong push during year 2. On the one hand, a journal paper
has been finalized and submitted with a revised, improved version of basic connectors for composi-
tional condition event and place transition Petri nets, preliminary for all the developments handling
concurrent, distributed models. On the other hand, year 1 efforts towards an unified view for con-
nectors have been extended in order to include also reconfigurable systems, i.e, where the possible
interactions among components are not fully defined at design time and may change during run-time.
The planning is to apply the methodology to the most recent, distributed implementation of the BIP
framework, a core formalism for the verification of SCEs (as reported in WP5).

The work on NCE strived for including suitable mechanisms for compensation, to be invoked e.g.
for failure recovery (bringing back a faulty ensemble to a consistent state). The proposed mechanism
allows for the execution of such activities to be delegated to the preferred policy of compensation.
The present development is for the SAGA language, considered as a high-level language for the early
prototyping of components and ensembles, even if some of the concepts should be transferred to the
level of SCEL.

The use of soft constraints as a specification technique has become ubiquitous in different WPs,
e.g. in the ccSCEL extension of the calculus proposed in WP1 (inspired by the work on ccPi), in
the Knowledge Presentation mechanism inside KnowLang for WP3, and finally as a solver in the
e-mobility case study, via the CIAO tool. In its various versions for knowledge representation and for-
ward/backward reasoning (soft constraint satisfaction problems, soft constraint logic programming,
soft concurrent constraint programming) – together with various operational skeletons based on pro-
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cess calculi (ccpi, service oriented calculi) – soft constraint formalisms amount to full fledged models
for ASCENS ensembles. However we do not intend to propose a single specialized version of the soft
constraint approach for all our applications, but rather we prefer to embed the needed primitives into
SCEL, taking advantage of its flexibility.

The conceptual notion of white-box adaptivity has received some attention in the field, and proved
to be fruitful for the modeling of e.g. the robot case study. The current attempt at formalization via
transition systems, which should prove pivotal in the development of suitable verification techniques.

WP3: Knowledge Representation and Self-Awareness (UL)

In this second year of WP3, without changing the overall goals of WP3, we focused our Research and
Development on the development of KnowLang and a proper awareness mechanism. Although still
under development, the KnowLang specification model has gradually evolved over the last year of the
project by taking a more mature shape. In collaboration with WP7, we used KnowLang to specify
some initial knowledge models for all three ASCENS case studies.

In addition, along with further development of the language theory and knowledge-specification
structures, we started working on the KnowLang Reasoner and started implementing the KnowLang
Toolset. An important result is the KnowLang mechanism for self-adaptive behavior where knowledge
representation and reasoning help to establish the connection between knowledge, perception and
actions realizing self-adaptive behavior. The knowledge is used against the perception of the world to
generate appropriate actions in compliance to some goals and beliefs.

To support this approach, we developed a KR mechanism for self-adaptive behavior and started
working on special ASK and TELL operators used by the system to talk to the KnowLang Reasoner.
We developed an initial operational semantics for these operators. Moreover, we developed a concep-
tual reference model for awareness called ”Pyramid of Awareness” and outlined how this model can
be realized with the KnowLang Framework.

In collaboration with WP2, to allow for knowledge representation of liveness properties, we started
working on a possible integration of soft constraints in KnowLang.

Finally, our work on the knowledge representation mechanism and awareness required strong
collaboration with WP1 and WP4. Note that KnowLang provides a KR model of the SCEL (tackled by
WP1) knowledge base and the KnowLang Reasoner should be properly integrated with SCEL (via the
ASK and TELL operators). Moreover, KnowLang will be used to model situations and self-adaptation
policies determined with SOTA, the State Of The Affairs framework tackled by WP4.

WP4: Adaptation and Dynamic Self-Expression (UNIMORE)

The research activities within WP4 have proceeded smoothly during the second year, and the de-
viations from the DoW experiences during the second year (delaying the completion of the pattern
catalogue to ground it on a mode solid modeling) have been fully recovered.

In particular, with respect to the progresses towards the stated objectives, and besides the comple-
tion of the catalogue of self-adaptive patterns, there has been notable progresses towards simulating
and experiencing with self-adaptive and self-expression patterns, both at the level of individual com-
ponents (T4.1) and at the level of ensembles (T4.2), and in harmonizing and integrating the WP4
activities with those of the rest of the project.

In particular, the key significant results from the second year of activity include:

• Integrating and harmonizing the SOTA model with the general ensemble models (GEM) being
defined in the context of WP2. Such integration enables to adopt a single conceptual framework
both to model the adaptive requirements of ensembles and their dynamical properties.
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• Completing the catalogue of self-adaptive patterns that we started compiling during the first
year. Such catalogue structurally organizes and describes the most the most commonly adopted
architectural patterns for self-adaptive components and ensembles. For each pattern in the cata-
logue, its key features, the structure of SOTA goals and utilities, and examples of applications,
are properly reported.

• Continuing working with the ARGOS robotics simulator to test the behavior and effectiveness of
some self-adaptive patterns on specific problems related to the robotics scenario (see Subsection
4.1 in D4.2).

• Developing, in the form of an Eclipse plug-in over the IBM rational software architectural sim-
ulator) a simulator for the dynamic behavior of self-adaptive patterns, and having tested it with
some patterns applied to the e-mobility case study (see Subsection 4.2 in D4.2).

• Identifying self-expression patterns (only quickly analyzed in the first year) and the mechanisms
needed to dynamically enforce self-expression in components and ensembles. This has enabled
us to clarify the set of self-expression patterns and their relations to self-adaptive patterns.

There are no significant deviations to report on the actual and planned person months for this WP.
However, a much deeper analysis on the extent of applicability of self-expression patterns in real-
world scenario and on the mechanisms to control their dynamic execution is still missing, and will be
performed in the following period.

The results planned for the period have been achieved. The resources allocated on the WP have
been functional and necessary to the achievement of its results.

WP5: Correctness of Service Components and Service Component Ensembles (UJF-
VERIMAG)

The first year of the project was mainly devoted to verification and design of correct Service Com-
ponents (SCs), i.e. Task T5.1, which fits the plan of the DoW in which Task T5.2 and T5.3 start at
month 13, and it which Task T5.4 start at month 9. During this period, we mainly worked the design
and verification of SCs with respect to non-functional and quantitative properties. During Year 2 we
worked in the following directions.

• We first improved existing synthesis methods for design of SCs, including the automatic repair
of misbehaving programs, and the generation of controllers for optimizing the performances of
a system in a probabilistic setting.

• We introduced a verification method for Service Components Ensembles (SCEs) dealing with
their inherent complexity, namely the large number of components. This method is composi-
tional and incremental allowing to deal with examples consisting of thousands of components,
as shown in paper published at the VMCAI 2012 conference. It was also improved during Year
2 by the introduction of linear invariants used for computing system abstractions, and imple-
mented by the tool D-Finder in the BIP framework.

• Regarding security, we proposed a model-driven approach for access control implemented by a
tool-chain able to generate Java code corresponding to access policies specified using a high-
level graphical modeling language. This work is completed by the development of the new
pattern ASV+SR for security of cloud services. In this case, we targeted availability properties.
Using the statistical model checker PVESTA, we have shown that ASV+SR achieves stable
availability in presence of a large number of attackers at reasonable cost.

• Finally, we started to develop verification tools for both C++ and Java code used for imple-
menting the SCs. We extended existing the GMC model checker to handle the C++ language.
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For Java we rely on Java Path Finder (JPF). In this project year, we make the implementation
of jDEECo, the implementation/level extension of SCEL, compliant with the set of features
supported by JPF, which is not complete (especially in the sense of standard libraries, generics
combined with reflection, etc.).

WP6: Tool Integration Platform for Service Component Ensembles (CUNI)

The activities within WP6 during this project year have focused on further tuning the integration
requirements and technology choices (T6.1), and on the tool development and integration activities
(T6.2 and T6.3). As a part of these activities, we have also released alpha versions of multiple tools
contributing to the final integrated tool platform, based on the Service Development Environment
(SDE).

The SDE has originated in the FP6 SENSORIA project and is currently used and developed in
the FP7 ASCENS and FP7 NESSOS projects. SDE runs on the Eclipse platform, where it facilitates
orchestration of the individual tools – a particular orchestration configuration connects the inputs and
outputs of the individual tools as directed to achieve the desired integration. The choice of the Eclipse
platform makes the integration particularly efficient for tools compatible with OSGi. As much as it is
practical, we therefore develop tools that can be packed as OSGi bundles. For tools that do not fit the
OSGi bundle format, we develop wrappers as appropriate.

The ASCENS project plan calls for the integration of both the development tools and the runtime
tools within the SDE umbrella. This practice follows the general trend of tool integration apparent in
standard integrated development environments – there, the modeling and editing tools are integrated
with profiles and debuggers, making it possible to reflect the runtime observations back into the de-
velopment. Towards this goal, we are shaping the ASCENS project tool landscape (the integration
platform activities are concentrated in T6.2, the integration effort on the side of the individual tools
belongs to T6.3):

• For the development activities, our tool support starts with the early stage formal modeling
tools. At the current project stage, these tools include the jSAM stochastic model checker for
the modeling approaches that rely on process algebras and the Maude Daemon Wrapper for the
modeling approaches that rely on rewriting logic.

• Where applicable, we continue with tools for transition from models to implementations. These
tools include the BIP compiler for the approaches that rely on correctness by construction. For
manual implementation, we provide frameworks that reify the formal modeling concepts, at
the current project stage these are jRESP and jDEECo. The two frameworks follow different
strategies in mapping the SCEL language entities into implementation constructs.

• Because the manual implementation approaches do not guarantee preserving the correspon-
dence between the model and the code, we also develop methods and tools to verify whether
code complies with models. At the current project stage, these tools are represented by the
GMC model checker, which is being extended with support for ensemble specific features, such
as access to shared knowledge. Eventually, the checker should be able to verify the SC imple-
mentations of the ARGoS controllers.

• For runtime monitoring, our tool support has to consider the differences between ensembles and
"more ordinary" applications. Since ensembles are not easily executed on demand, we work on
two complementary alternatives for runtime support. Where possible, such as in the scientific
cloud, we plan to use live ensemble introspection, currently supported by the SPL framework.
Where not possible, such as in the robotic swarms, we introspect ensemble simulations, cur-
rently supported by the ARGoS tool.
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In line with the project plan, most of the tools are still in an alpha stage and will be developed further,
especially in connection with the case studies. From the project objectives perspective, a major result
for this project period is therefore continuous progress towards tool integration, which is so far suc-
cessfully managing all the technical issues. This result is naturally supported by the individual tool
releases as described in D6.2.

WP7: Case Studies (Fraunhofer)

The WP7 provides a central place of the project where cross WP results are exercised, validated
and tested in practice. Consequently achievements could be divided in two categories: (1) general
integrative achievements which were mirrored by the use of common ASCENS technology in specific
domains and (2) separate achievements within specific case study scenario.

Integrative achievements: In a tight collaboration with the other WPs the models for the case
studies have been fully developed and harmonized with SCEL language, knowledge concepts, SOTA
approach and verification methods. Playing the central role in an overall project integration, case
studies practical requirements called for a close joint work and refinement of most of the methods
bringing together theoretical and practical results and achieving the milestone M4 Workbench and
Tools, Case Study Experimental Results, due in the second reporing period.

Separate case studies achievements: The achievements of the robot swarm case study are as fol-
lows:

• A concrete application scenario has been developed. In this scenario, an ensemble of robots is
involved in a search-and-rescue mission in an unknown environment where hazards are present.
The robots must coordinate to explore the environment, and find and retrieve the targets to
rescue. The presence of hazardous elements in the environment introduces elements of property
verification (safety) and fault tolerance (adaptivity).

• A new prototype of the magnetic gripper for the marXbot robot has been developed to respond
to the needs of the foraging scenario.

• The ASCENS methods for formal modelling and analysis have been applied to earlier versions
of the swarm robot scenario.

The science cloud case study has been fully modeled and an initial prototype implementation has
been tested. The resulting prototype has the following features:

• The science cloud is a peer-to-peer platform-as-a-service which offers cloud resource to arbi-
trary users to run arbitrary applications (e.g. Zimory Enterprise Cloud).

• The Science Cloud Platform instances (SCPis) form ensembles (Science Cloud Platform en-
sembles, SCPes), whose nodes (SCPis) work together adapting to specific application needs
optimizing resources sharing and their use.

The e-mobility task focused on the S0 scenario (for individual travel with a private electric vehicle,
as described in D7.1) realizing the following:

• The service components (SCs) definitions of major e-mobility elements

• Travel optimization using soft-constraint logic programming.

• Modeling of autonomic behavior, self-awareness and self-adaptivity by applying state-of-the
affairs (SOTA) concepts,
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• The use of DEECo concepts for deriving a UML-based case study model,

• Design of a simulation environment in Java based DEECo component framework for the S0
scenario.

WP8: Engineering and Best Practices for Service-Component Ensembles (LMU)

Since Task T8.1 “Challenges of Developing SCEs in the Real World” was completed in month 6, WP8
has two ongoing tasks, T8.2 “A Service-Component repository for self-aware autonomic ensembles”
and T8.3 “Best Practices for SCEs”. Progress in both tasks was as planned in Annex I; in addition we
have designed and implemented the Poem language as a long-term foundation for the development
process.

One minor deviation from Annex I occurred during this reporting period: Annex I mentions the
possible inclusion of an ASSL reasoner in the components of the repository. Contrary to our expecta-
tions at the time, the ASSL reasoner will not be made available by its copyright holders under a license
that permits its inclusion into the SCR. However, ASSL is not used in the project and has largely been
superseded by KnowLang, therefore this change has no impact on the research efforts of the project or
the usefulness of the SCR. The KnowLang tools are being developed as part of the ASCENS project
and will be included in the SCR.

The main achievements during the second reporting period were

• Development of the service-component repository (SCR): As planned in Annex I, we have de-
veloped a web application for the SCR that catalogues the service components developed in
the project. Going beyond the original plans for the SCR, we have integrated it with our im-
plementation of Poem so that the formal description of components and automated queries for
components are possible.

• Initial versions of all components envisioned for the SCR have been developed and are included
in the SCR.

• A development process for ensembles and an initial catalogue of patterns have been described.

• The design and implementation the Poem modeling language and its integration into the SCR
have made significant progress.

WP9: Dissemination, Collaboration and Exploitation (LMU)

The main achievements during the second reporting period were:

• The improvement of the web site containing general information on the project, its objectives
and results.

• The centralized management of the project publications.

• The coordination of regular publication of blog entries.

• Several publications and presentations of research results at conferences, symposiums and work-
shops.

• A set of courses where ASCENS related topics were thought.

• The organization of events such as conferences and workshops by members of ASCENS part-
ners.
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A4 – Deliverables and Milestones Tables

This section contains tables for the deliverables and milestones of the first two years of the project.

A4.1 – Deliverables
Deliverable No Deliverable Name Nature Dissemination

Level
Delivery

Date

D1.1 First Report on WP1: Language Primitives for
Coordination, Resource Negotiation, and Task
Descriptions

R PU 12

D2.1 First Report on WP2: Enhanced Connectors,
Resource-Aware Operational Models, and the
Negotiation-Commit-Execute Scheme and its
Foundations

R PU 12

D3.1 First Report on WP3: Software Requirements,
Knowledge Modelling and Knowledge
Representation for Self-Awareness—Report and
Survey with Experimental Results for Intelligent
Multi-agent Systems

R PU 12

D4.1 First Report on WP4: Catalogue of Patterns of
Component- and Ensemble-Level
Self-Adaptation and Self-Expression, and
Requirements for Knowledge Modelling

R PU 12

D5.1 First Report on WP5: Verification Techniques
for SCs and Correctness Proofs for
Negotiate-Commit-Execute Schemes

R PU 12

D6.1 First Report on WP6: SCE Tooling—Tool
Integration Requirements and Technology

R PU 12

D7.1 First Report on WP7: Requirement
Specification and Scenario Description of the
ASCENS Case Studies

R PU 12

D8.1 First Report on WP8: Challenges of Developing
SCEs in the Real World

R PU 12

D9.1.a Dissemination and Exploitation Plan R RE 12
D9.1.b Progress Report on Dissemination,

Collaboration and Exploitation
R RE 12

D10.1.a Periodic Project Report for Months 1–12 R PU 12
D1.5 Language Extensions for Implementation-level

Conformance Checking
R PU 21

D1.2 Second Report on WP1: Languages for
Coordinating Ensemble Components

R PU 24

D2.2 Second Report on WP2: Models for
Collaborative and Competitive SCEs, and
Distributed Implementation of Connectors

R PU 24
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Deliverable No Deliverable Name Nature Dissemination
Level

Delivery
Date

D3.2 Second Report on WP3: Generic Knowledge
Models for SCE Systems, and a Framework for
Knowledge Modelling for SCE Systems

R PU 24

D4.2 Second Report on WP4: Component- and
Ensemble-Level Self-Expression Patterns:
Report on Experimental and Simulation
Activities, and Requirements for Tools
Implementation and First Iteration of Methods
for Performance Monitoring and Prediction of
SCs and SCEs

R PU 24

D5.2 Second Report on WP5: Verification Techniques
for SCs and SCEs (first version)

R PU 24

D6.2 Second Report on WP6: The SCE Workbench
and Integrated Tools, Pre-Release 1

P, R PU 24

D7.2 Second Report on WP7: Ensemble Model
Syntheses with Robot, Cloud Computing and
e-Mobility

R PU 24

D8.2 Second Report on WP8: The ASCENS Service
Component Repository (first version)

R PU 24

D9.2 Progress Report on Dissemination,
Collaboration and Exploitation

R RE 24

D10.2.a Periodic Project Report for Months 13–24 R PU 24

A4.2 – Milestones

No. Milestone Title WPs Involved Expected
Date

Verification

M1 Language Primitives and Patterns for
Self-Aware, Autonomic SCEs WP1, WP3, WP4

12 D1.1, D3.1,
D4.1

M2 Correctness Proofs for
Negotiate-Commit-Execute Schemes WP2, WP5

12 D2.1, D5.1

M3 Knowledge Modeling, Correctness,
Foundational Models, and
Implementation-level Aspects of SCs

WP1, WP2, WP3,
WP4, WP5

24 JD2.1, JD2.2,
D1.2, D1.5,
D2.2, D3.2,
D4.2, D5.2

M4 Workbench and Tools, Case Study
Experimental Results WP6, WP7, WP8

24 D6.2, D7.2,
D8.2

A5 – Project Management

This section describes the consortium management tasks, problems occurring during the reporting
period, and changes in the consortium during this reporting period. It contains a list of project meetings
and the project planning for the next reporting period.
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A5.1 – Consortium Management Tasks and Achievements

The consortium management comprised the following tasks:
• preparation of the contract and consortium agreement (finished in the first reporting period);

• financial administration of the project, including coordination and distribution of the initial ad-
vance;

• the preparation of the annual periodic progress report, the monitoring of the deliverables, and
the delivery of all reports to the project officer;

• day-to-day coordination activities including the organization/timetabling of meetings and EC re-
views, deadline monitoring with work package coordinators, administrative support to partners,
workshops coordination, integrated problem solving across the project, and serving as contact
point to the project officer;

• risk and self-evaluation management activities including monitoring scientific and technological
state-of-art, monitoring the scientific progress of the project, supervision of progress reports, and
evaluation of quality metrics of project results.

A5.2 – Problems During the Reporting Period

There were no major problems during the reporting period (month 13–24). One minor deviations
from the work planned in the Description of Work happened in WP8; these deviations stayed within
the usual variability of a research project and had no influence on the overall goals of ASCENS. A
more detailed description is given in the following subsection.

Deviation from the DoW in WP8

The Description of Work [2] mentions the possible inclusion of an ASSL reasoner in the components
of the service-component repository (SCR). Contrary to our expectations at the time, the ASSL rea-
soner will not be made available by its copyright holders under a license that permits its inclusion into
the SCR. However, ASSL is not used in the project and has largely been superseded by KnowLang,
therefore this change has no impact on the research efforts of the project or the usefulness of the SCR.
The KnowLang tools are being developed as part of the ASCENS project and will be included in the
SCR.

A5.3 – Changes in the Consortium

There were no changes in the consortium during this reporting period.

A5.4 – List of Project Meetings

The following project-wide meetings took place during the project reporting period.

• Brussels, December 5–7, 2011 First Review Meeting and Rehearsal

• Firenze, March 14–16, 2012, General Meeting

• Berlin, May 14–16, 2012, Case Studies Integration Meeting

• Limerick, July 4–6, 2012, General Meeting

The General Meetings also included sessions of the General Assembly. Numerous smaller meetings,
involving between 2 and 5 project partners and focused on specific topics were held, often in conjunc-
tion with workshops or conferences.
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A5.5 – Project Planning and Status

Except for the minor deviation in WP8, work in the project has progressed as planned. We therefore
plan to proceed with the work for the third reporting period as described in the Description of Work.

A5.6 – Impact of Deviations from the Planned Milestones and Deliverables

All Milestones were achieved and all Deliverables were provided within the required 60 days after the
end of the first reporting period.

A5.7 – Website, Dissemination, Coordinating Action

The development of the project website, dissemination activities, and co-ordination activities under-
taken by ASCENS are reported in Deliverable D9.2 “Progress Report on Dissemination, Collaboration
and Exploitation”.

B1 – Explanation of the Use of the Resources

Tables detailing the use of resources for RP2 and for adjustments to RP1 are included on the following
pages. These tables are generated by the NEF system.
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Use of Resources
Period 2 (13 - 24)

(01-10-2011 - 30-09-2012) 

Project Number 257414 Project Acronym ASCENS

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 1 for the period.

LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 54,919 € Salaries of 1 full-time
senior researcher
(75% R&D)

WP 1,6,7,8,9

Personnel costs 30,679 € Salaries of 1
part-time senior
researcher (77,3%
R&D)

WP 1,6,7,8,9

Personnel costs 36,772 € Salaries of 1 full-time
PhD student (8
months)

WP 6

Other direct cost 6,967 € Several travels to
ASCENS project
meetings. Travel
costs for project
meetings are higher
than for other
partners since LMU
is the coordinator
and therefore more
LMU personnel take
part in the project
meetings

WP 1,6,7,8,9

Other direct cost 3,941 € Several travels to
scientific workshops
and conferences for
the presentations of
papers or for invited
talks

WP 1,6,7,8,9

Other direct cost 1,662 € Presentation at
ATVA 2011, Taipeh,
Vietnam (S. Bauer)

WP 1,9

Other direct cost 1,050 € Presentation at
Symposium in Honor
of Carolyn Talcott,
California, USA (M.
Hoelzl)

WP 8,9

Other direct cost 1,097 € Invited talk at FMCO
2011, Turin, Italy (M.
Hoelzl)

WP 2,8,9

Other direct cost 1,010 € Presentation at
FASE, ETAPS,
2011, Talinn, (S.
Bauer)

WP 1,9

Other direct cost 1,029 € Invited talk at LFCS
Seminar, Univ. of

WP 5,8,9
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 1 for the period.

LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Edinburgh, UK (M.
Tribastone)

Other direct cost 2,250 € Presentation
at ICPE'12,
Boston, USA, (M.
Tribastone)

WP 5,8,9

Other direct cost 1,500 € Presentation
at FACS 2012,
Mountain View,
USA, (R. Hennicker)

WP 1,9

Personnel costs 18,306 € Salaries of 1 full-time
senior researcher
(25% management)

WP 10

Personnel costs 9,010 € Salaries of 1
part-time senior
researcher (22,7%
management)

WP 10

Other direct cost 4,478 € Several travels to
ASCENS project
meetings. Travel
costs for project
meetings are higher
than for other
partners since LMU
is the coordinator
and therefore more
LMU personnel take
part in the project
meetings (travels
due to management
activities)

WP 10

Other direct cost 2,093 € Several travels
of associated
researchers to
project meetings

WP1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Indirect costs 106,056 €

TOTAL COSTS 282,819 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 2 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DI PISA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4
WP 5 WP 7

Other direct cost 2,097 € Several travels to
scientific workshops/
conferences for the
presentations of
papers or for invited
talks

WP 5 Other direct cost 1,920 € Presentation at
PACT 2011 (G.
Mezzetti)

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,901 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 2 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DI PISA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Presentation at
APLAS 2011 (F.
Gadducci)

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,568 € Presentation at
IFIP WG 2.2 (U.
Montanari)

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,156 € Presentation at
MFPS 2012 (M.
Sammartino)

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,309 € Presentation at
FASE 2012 (A.
Corradini)

WP 1 WP 2 Other direct cost 1,270 € Presentation at
WADT 2012 +
IFIP WG 1.3 (F.
Gadducci)

WP 2 WP 5 Other direct cost 1,139 € Presentation at
WADT 2012 +
IFIP WG 1.3 (A.
Corradini)

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,075 € Joint presentation
at MFPS 2012 (U.
Montanari)

WP 2 WP 7 Personnel costs 19,135 € Salary of 1 full-time
PostDoc student
(100% R&D)

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4
WP 5 WP 7

Personnel costs 36,145 € Salaries of 4 full-time
senior researchers
(100% R&D)

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4
WP 5 WP 7

Other direct cost 5,724 € Several travels to
ASCENS project
meetings

Indirect costs 44,663 €

TOTAL COSTS 119,102 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 3 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 2 WP 1 WP 3
WP 7 WP 5 WP 4

Personnel costs 50,067 € Salaries of 2
associate professors
for 2.02 months, one
senior researcher
for 1.44 months, and
4 researchers for
13.27 months

WP 1 WP 7 WP 4 Other direct cost 10,190 € Travelling for
participation to the
project meetings
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 3 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Other direct cost 4,977 € Organization
meeting in Florence,
14-16 March 2012

Personnel costs 1,286 € Salary of
administrative staff
for 0.47 months

WP 10

Indirect costs 39,911 €

TOTAL COSTS 106,431 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -999 for the period.

CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 3,958 € Salary for 1 Senior
Researcher (74 PH)

Work Package: WP1

Personnel costs 2,183 € Salary for 1
Researcher (74 PH)

Work Package: WP1

Personnel costs 3,637 € Salary for 1 Senior
Researcher (68 PH)

Work Package: WP2

Personnel costs 2,419 € Salary for 1
Researcher (82 PH)

Work Package: WP2

Other direct cost 537 € Latella; Plenary
Meeting and Review
ASCES; Bruxelles
(B); 04-08/12/2011

Work Package: All
WPs

Other direct cost 559 € Massink; Plenary
Meeting and Review
ASCES; Bruxelles
(B); 04-08/12/2011

Work Package: All
WPs

Other direct cost 599 € Massink; Visit R.
Birittari (ULB);
Bruxelles (B);
17-20/01/2012

Work Package:
WP1, WP7

Other direct cost 43 € Latella; Plenary
Meeting; Firenze (I);
14-16/03/2012

Work Package: All
WPs

Other direct cost 599 € Latella; Plenary
Meeting; Limerick
(IR); 04-06/07/2012

Work Package: All
WPs

Other direct cost 592 € Massink; Plenary
Meeting; Limerick
(IR); 04-06/07/2012

Work Package: All
WPs

Indirect costs 8,220 €

TOTAL COSTS 23,346 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 4 for the period.

FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 7 WP 4 WP 6 Personnel costs 73,019 € Salaries for 4 senior
scientists: 11 PM

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 539 € Consumables

WP 7 Other direct cost 2,512 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
03.-16.10.2011,
Kos/Greece and
Belgrade/Serbia,
Conference
MOBIHEALTH
2011 and ASCENS
Meeting, Telekom

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 934 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
18.-29.01.2012,
Belgrade, FOCAS
Meeting

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 816 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
23.-24.02.2012,
Munich, ASCENS
Meeting and
25.-27.05.2012,
Belgrade, Meeting at
Serbian Ministry for
science

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 1,223 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
20.-23.05.2012,
Vadstena, IFIPO
2.4 Working Group
Meeting

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 1,795 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
28.06.-06.07.2012,
Dublin/Limerick,
IASCENS Meeting
and 25.06.2012,
Frankfurt/Oder,
Ascens Presentation

+ WP 9

WP 7 Other direct cost 2,145 € Travel costs:
Serbedzija, Nikola,
22.-30.09.2012,
Barcelona,
ADVCOMP 2012
Conference

+ WP 9

Personnel costs 7,116 € Salary for 1 senior
scientist: 1,06 PM

WP 10

Other direct cost 975 € Catering WP 10

Indirect costs 56,762 €

TOTAL COSTS 147,836 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 5 for the period.

UNIVERSITE JOSEPH FOURIER GRENOBLE 1

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 2 Personnel costs 3,785 € Salaries for 2
researchers

1 PM of 2 Early
Stage researchers
(M Jaber and M
Poulhies)

WP 4 Personnel costs 13,212 € Salaries for 2
researchers

3.4 PM of 2 Early
Stage researchers
(M Jaber and M
Poulhies)

WP 5 Personnel costs 28,566 € Salaries for 3
researchers

6.3 PM : 1 Senior
Researcher (S.
Bensalem - 0.8
PM) and 2 Early
Stage researchers
(M Jaber and M
Poulhies - 5.5 PM)

WP 6 Personnel costs 13,570 € Salaries for 3
researchers

2.5 PM : 1 Senior
Researcher (S.
Bensalem - 0.7
PM) and 2 Early
Stage researchers
(M Jaber and M
Poulhies - 1.8 PM)

Personnel costs 1,304 € Salaries for 1
researcher

0.3 PM of 1 Early
Stage researcher (M
Poulhies)

Personnel costs 1,304 € Salaries for 1
researcher

WP9 - 0.3 PM
of 1 Early Stage
researcher (M
Poulhies)

WP 5 WP 2 WP 4
WP 6 WP 7

Other direct cost 2,354 € Travel costs ASCENS
review meeting
and ASCENS
Workshop on
Self-Aware Systems,
04/11/11-07/11/11,
Bruxelles - S.
Bensalem, J.
Combaz

Other direct cost 3,592 € Travel costs POPL'12 and
VMCAI'12
conferences,
21/01/12-30/01/12,
Philadelphia - B.
Jobstmann

Other direct cost 2,041 € Travel costs ASCENS meeting,
13/03/12-16/03/12,
Florence - S.
Bensalem, J.
Combaz

Other direct cost 709 € Travel costs ETAPS'12
conferences
and workshops,
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 5 for the period.

UNIVERSITE JOSEPH FOURIER GRENOBLE 1

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

24/03/12-01/04/12,
Tallinn - B.
Jobstmann

Other direct cost 1,428 € Travel costs ASCENS meeting,
13/05/12-16/05/12,
Berlin - S.
Bensalem, J.
Combaz

Other direct cost 1,347 € Travel costs ASCENS meeting,
03-6/07/12 Limerick
(Ir) J. COMBAZ

Personnel costs 2,082 € Salaries for one
Senior Researcher

WP 10 - 0.2 PM
of one Senior
Researcher (S.
Bensalem)

Indirect costs 45,176 €

TOTAL COSTS 120,470 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -996 for the period.

INSTITUT POLYTECHNIQUE DE GRENOBLE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -995 for the period.

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 15,654 € Staff costs WP 2 - 2.25 PM: 1
Senior Researcher
and 1 Experienced
researcher

Personnel costs 20,895 € Staff costs WP 5 - 4.63 PM:
2 Experienced
researchers

Personnel costs 1,846 € Staff costs WP 10 - 0.34 PM:
1 Experienced
researcher

Indirect costs 23,036 €

TOTAL COSTS 61,431 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 6 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MODENA E REGGIO EMILIA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 4 WP 3 Other direct cost 2,176 € Other Costs Registrations fees
for Conferences:
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 6 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MODENA E REGGIO EMILIA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

PerCom 2012, AmI
2011, Dexa, ECBS

WP 1 WP 2 WP 3
WP 4 WP 7

Other direct cost 180 € Other Costs Registrations to
ASCENS Meetings
in Bruxelles and
Limerick

WP 1 WP 2 WP 3
WP 4 WP 7

Other direct cost 20 € Other Costs Expedition Costs

WP 3 WP 4 WP 7 Other direct cost 2,259 € Equipments 2 mac books
and 3 tablets for
experiment in
self-expression and
self-awreness -
eligible mortage

WP 3 WP 4 Other direct cost 226 € Travel Costs Nicola Bicocchi,
participation to
ASCENS Meeting in
Grenoble, July 2011
- although this costs
have been occurred
in RP1, they have
been accounted only
on RP2

WP 3 Other direct cost 790 € Travel Costs Nicola Bicocchi,
participation to
DEXA conference
and presentation of
WP3 paper

WP 4 Other direct cost 953 € Travel Costs Franco Zambonelli,
ASCENS Review

WP 3 Other direct cost 867 € Travel Costs Nicola Bicocchi,
participation to AmI
conference and
presentation of WP3
paper

WP 1 WP 2 WP 3
WP 4 WP 7

Other direct cost 1,248 € Travel Costs Nicola Bicocchi,
Mariachiara Puviani,
Franco Zambonelli,
ASCENS Meeting
March 2012

WP 3 Other direct cost 744 € Travel Costs Nicola Bicocchi,
participation to
PerCom Conference
in Lugano and
Presentation of WP3
paper

WP 1 WP 2 WP 3
WP 4 WP 7

Other direct cost 610 € Travel Costs Mariachiara Puviani
ASCENS July 2012
Meeting in Limerick

WP 1 Other direct cost 62 € Travel Costs Franco Zambonelli,
visit to Pisa

WP 1 Personnel costs 1,034 € Personnel Costs
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 6 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MODENA E REGGIO EMILIA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Costs for Franco
Zambonelli (0,168
pm)

WP 2 Personnel costs 6,296 € Personnel Costs Costs for Franco
Zambonelli,
Giacomo Cabri,
Mariachiara Puviani
(1,28 pm overall)

WP 3 Personnel costs 30,691 € Personnel Costs Costs for Franco
Zambonelli, Marco
Mamei, Nicola
Bicocchi (9,29 pm
overall)

WP 4 Personnel costs 59,137 € Personnel Costs Costs for Franco
Zambonelli,
Giacomo Cabri,
Marco Mamei,
Mariachiara
Puviani, Dhaminda
Abeywickrama
(17,33 pm overall)

WP 7 Personnel costs 16,076 € Personnel Costs Costs for Franco
Zambonelli,
Mariachiara
Puviani, Dhaminda
Abeywickrama (4,8
pm overall), and
also accounting for
0,04 pm of Franco
Zambonelli in WP6
and for 0,14 pm of
Franco Zambonelli
and Giacomo Cabri
in WP9

Indirect costs 74,021 €

TOTAL COSTS 197,390 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 8 for the period.

UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 6 WP 7 Personnel costs 58,009 € Personnel costs Salary of 1 PhD
student (Carlo
Pinciroli)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 2,805 € travel costs Participation
to IROS2011
conference in San
Francisco, 23/09/
2011-2/10/2011
(Carlo Pinciroli)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 331 € travel costs Participation to
ASCENS general
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 8 for the period.

UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

meeting in Florence,
13-17/03/2012
(Manuele Brambilla)

WP 7 Other direct cost 879 € travel costs Participation to
AAMAS2012
conference in
Valencia (Manuele
Brambilla)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 417 € travel costs Participation to
ASCENS WP7
meeting in Berlin,
13-16/05/2012
(Carlo Pinciroli)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 659 € travel costs Participation to
ASCENS general
meeting in Limerick,
4-7/07/2012 (Carlo
Pinciroli)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 117 € travel costs Participation to
ASCENS general
meeting in Florence,
13-17/03/2012
(Carlo Pinciroli)

WP 7 Other direct cost 32,792 € equipment 16x nodes for the
computing cluster at
IRIDIA

WP 7 Other direct cost 9,850 € equipment Construction of the
robotic arena at
IRIDIA

WP 7 Other direct cost 229 € equipment Computer cables, a
CPU cooler, material
to build the robot
arena at IRIDIA and
a wide angle lens for
the robots

Indirect costs 63,652 €

TOTAL COSTS 169,740 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 9 for the period.

ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE DE LAUSANNE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 7 Other direct cost 1,363 € Travel and
consumables

Indirect costs 817 €

TOTAL COSTS 2,180 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 10 for the period.

VOLKSWAGEN AG

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 1,981 € Participation to
ASCENS meeting in
Brussels, 05/12/
2011-07/12/2011

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 1,261 € Participation to
ASCENS meeting in
Florence, 14/03/
2012-16/03/2012

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 283 € Participation to
ASCENS meeting in
Berlin, 14/05/2012-
15/05/2012

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 2,270 € Participation to
ASCENS meeting in
Limerick, 04/07/
2012-06/07/2012 (N.
Hoch, H. Bensler)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 35 € Participation to
ASCENS working
meeting in Prag,
17/01/2012-18/01/
2012 (H. Bensler)

WP 6 WP 7 Other direct cost 78 € Participation to
ASCENS working
meeting in Berlin,
17/09/2012-18/09/
2012

WP 6 WP 7 Personnel costs 99,755 € Salaries for
engineers related to
13.2 PM

Personnel costs 4,310 € Salaries for
engineers related to
0.6 PM in WP10

Indirect costs 80,513 €

TOTAL COSTS 190,486 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 11 for the period.

ZIMORY GMBH

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Other direct cost 1,993 € Travel Expenses Travel to Workshops

Personnel costs 10,667 € Personnel costs
other WP

parttime WP 9 (0,5
PM), 10 (0,5 PM)

WP 7 Personnel costs 90,347 € Personnel costs for
2 engineers

parttime WP 7 (10
PM)

WP 6 Personnel costs 8,667 € Personnel costs for
1 engineer

parttime WP 6 (1
PM)

Indirect costs 67,004 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 11 for the period.

ZIMORY GMBH

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

TOTAL COSTS 178,678 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 12 for the period.

UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 3 Personnel costs 111,970 € RA1 12 months
salary (Emil Vassev)
WPL Michael Hinchy
time

Staff Time

WP 3 WP 7 Other direct cost 10,964 € Representing
Knowledge in
Robotic Systems
with Knowlang

M Hinchy attending
ISOLA Conference,
Paper presentation,
networking. E
Vassev attending ICMIA2011Conference,
paper presentation,
networking. E
Vassev & M Hinchey
attending ASCENS
Review Year 1. E
Vassev giving an
ASCENS Seminar
at Concordia
University, Montreal,
Canada. E Vassev
attending ASCENS
General Meeting in
Florence. E Vassev
attending ASCENS
meeting Berlin

WP 3 Personnel costs 300 € WPL attending
management
meetings

attending
management
meetings

WP 3 WP 7 Other direct cost 3,628 € M Hinchey
Management
Meetings

M Hinchey attending
ASCENS Review
meeting Year
1, M Hinchey
attending ASCENS
meeting Berlin, M
Hinchey attending
FMSAS 2012,
paper presentation,
networking

Indirect costs 76,116 €

TOTAL COSTS 202,978 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 13 for the period.

SCUOLA IMT (INSTITUZIONI, MERCANTI,TECNOLOGIE) ALTI STUDI DI LUCCA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 1 Other direct cost 688 € Travel for the
participation in
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 13 for the period.

SCUOLA IMT (INSTITUZIONI, MERCANTI,TECNOLOGIE) ALTI STUDI DI LUCCA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

ASCENS review in
Bruxelles

WP 2 WP 1 Other direct cost 188 € Travel for the
participation in
AWARENES
inter-workhop in
Bologna

WP 1 WP 2 Other direct cost 410 € Travel for the
participation in
General Meeting
ASCENS in Florence

WP 2 Other direct cost 1,554 € Travel for the
participation in
WRLA 2012

WP 2 WP 7 WP 1 Other direct cost 1,316 € Travel for the
participation in
Meeting ASCENS in
Berlin

WP 1 Other direct cost 1,243 € Travel for the
participation in
Meeting ASCENS in
Limerick

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4
WP 7

Personnel costs 60,433 € Salary of 1 site
leader and WP
leader (2 MM), 3
senior researchers
(8 MM), 1 junior
researcher (1,28
MM)

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4 Other direct cost 152 € Travel for the
participation in
various Meeting
ASCENS in
Florence, Pisa and
Modena

Personnel costs 2,638 € Salary of 1 site
leader (0,08 MM)
and 1 senior
researcher (0,40
MM)

WP10 - Consortium
Management
activities

Indirect costs 41,172 €

TOTAL COSTS 109,794 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 14 for the period.

ASSOCIATION MOBSYA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 6 WP 7 Personnel costs 82,809 € Salary Dr. M. Bonani
(12 MM)

WP 7 WP 6 Other direct cost 2,033 € Travels
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 14 for the period.

ASSOCIATION MOBSYA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 50,905 €

TOTAL COSTS 135,747 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 15 for the period.

UNIVERZITA KARLOVA V PRAZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 6 Personnel costs 36,548 € Part time salaries 2 sr. 8 jr.
sesearchers

WP 7 Personnel costs 8,138 € Part time salaries 5 jr. researchers

Personnel costs 2,539 € Part time salaries WP8 1 sr. 1 jr.
researchers

Personnel costs 470 € Part time salaries WP9 3 sr.
researchers

WP 1 WP 5 WP 6
WP 4 WP 7

Other direct cost 871 € Review Meeting
Brusel Dec 2-4 2011

WP 1 WP 4 WP 5
WP 6 WP 7

Other direct cost 2,334 € General Meeting
Grenoble Jul 7-8
2011

The costs have
been accounted in
October 2011, in
line with national
accounting rules,
and therefore are
reported as incurred
only in this reporting
period. (Guide to
Financial Issues,
Article II.14.1)

WP 1 Other direct cost 801 € Bilateral Meeting
Firenze Nov 14-17
2011

WP 1 WP 4 WP 5
WP 6 WP 7

Other direct cost 2,793 € General Meeting
Firenze Mar 14-16
2012

WP 7 WP 6 Other direct cost 711 € Case Studies
Meeting Berlin May
14-16 2012

WP 6 WP 5 Other direct cost 1,028 € Presentation
COMPSAC Izmir
Turkey Jul 16-20

+WP9

WP 1 WP 4 WP 5
WP 6 WP 7

Other direct cost 2,271 € General Meeting
Limerick Jul 4-6
2012

WP 7 WP 1 Other direct cost 880 € Bilateral Meeting
Berlin Jun 18-20
2012

WP 5 Other direct cost 515 € Workshop
Organization Tallinn
Mar 28-30 2012

+WP9
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 15 for the period.

UNIVERZITA KARLOVA V PRAZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 1 Personnel costs 13,372 € Part time salaries 1 sr. 2 jr.
researchers

WP 4 Personnel costs 28,859 € Part time salaries 3 sr. 6 jr.
researchers

WP 5 Personnel costs 18,301 € Part time salaries 1 sr. 3 jr.
researchers

Personnel costs 470 € Part time salaries WP10 3 sr. people

Subcontracting 152 € Project materials
courier shipment

Indirect costs 72,540 €

TOTAL COSTS 193,593 €
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Use of Resources
Period 1 (1 - 12)

(01-10-2010 - 30-09-2011) 

Project Number 257414 Project Acronym ASCENS

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 1 for the period.

LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Other direct cost 6,570 € Tavel costs of
project members
to several general
project meetings and
bilateral meetings
and workshops

WP 1,6,7,8,9

Other direct cost 1,133 € Travel costs MDWE
workshop at ICWE
conference Paphos,
Cyprus (M. Hoelzl)

WP 8,9

Other direct cost 2,679 € Travel costs
Conference
MASCOTS`11
paper presentation,
Singapur (M.
Tribastone)

WP 5,8,9

Other direct cost 1,072 € Travel costs paper
presentation FACS
2011, Oslo, Norway
(S. Bauer)

WP 1,8,9

Other direct cost 1,298 € Travel cost paper
presentation at
QEST'11, Aachen,,
Germany (M.
Tribastone)

WP 5,8,9

Other direct cost 1,368 € Several travels
of associated
researchers to
project meetings

WP 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Indirect costs 8,470 €

TOTAL COSTS 22,590 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 2 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DI PISA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 1 WP 2 WP 4
WP 5 WP 7

Subcontracting 869 € 25% of the catering
cost (€3476)

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 869 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 3 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 189 € Update Personnel
costs for the 1st
period

Indirect costs 113 €

TOTAL COSTS 302 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -999 for the period.

CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 4 for the period.

FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 7 WP 4 Personnel costs 843 € Recalculation of
personnel costs

Indirect costs -105 €

TOTAL COSTS 738 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 5 for the period.

UNIVERSITE JOSEPH FOURIER GRENOBLE 1

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -996 for the period.

INSTITUT POLYTECHNIQUE DE GRENOBLE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -995 for the period.

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 6,541 € Staff costs - CNRS
could not declare on
P1 due to absence
of clause 10

WP 2 - 0.92 PM: 1
Senior Researcher
and 2 Experienced
researchers
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary -995 for the period.

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 8,797 € Staff costs WP 5 - 1.84 PM:
1 Experienced
Researcher

Personnel costs 3,428 € Staff costs WP 9 - 0.31 PM: 1
Senior Researcher

Personnel costs 5,677 € Staff costs WP 10 - 0.76 PM: 1
Senior Researcher
and 1 Experienced
researcher

Indirect costs 14,665 €

TOTAL COSTS 39,108 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 6 for the period.

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MODENA E REGGIO EMILIA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 8 for the period.

UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 9 for the period.

ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE DE LAUSANNE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 10 for the period.

VOLKSWAGEN AG

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Personnel costs 4,212 € Adjustment due to
actual cost rates

Other direct cost 632 € Adjustment of Travel
costs

Personnel costs 214 € Adjustments due to
actual cost rates

Indirect costs -11,918 €

TOTAL COSTS -6,860 €
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Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 11 for the period.

ZIMORY GMBH

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 12 for the period.

UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 13 for the period.

SCUOLA IMT (INSTITUZIONI, MERCANTI,TECNOLOGIE) ALTI STUDI DI LUCCA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

WP 2 Other direct cost 354 € Travel of ASCENS
staff member -
participation in
ASCENS meeting in
Grenoble (July 2011)

Indirect costs 2,479 €

TOTAL COSTS 2,833 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 14 for the period.

ASSOCIATION MOBSYA

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €

Table 3.1 Personnel, subcontracting and other Major cost items for beneficiary 15 for the period.

UNIVERZITA KARLOVA V PRAZE

Work Package Item description Amount in € Explanation Free Text

Indirect costs 0 €

TOTAL COSTS 0 €



D10.2: Periodic Progress Report for Months 13–24 (Final) January 31, 2013

B2 – Financial Statements

The financial overview and Form Cs are included on the following pages. These tables are generated
by the NEF system and still in draft form. Some partners could not provide all financial data before
the submission date.

ASCENS 47
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Summary Financial report - Collaborative project

Project acronym ASCENS Project nr 257414
Reporting

period from
01/10/2011 to 30/09/2012 Page 1/1

Funding scheme CP Type of activity Total

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Benef. nr

If 3rd

Party,

linked to

benef.

Adjustment

(Yes/No)

Organisation

Short Name
Total

Max EC

Contrib.
Total

Max EC

Contrib.
Total

Max EC

Contrib.
Total

Max EC

Contrib.
Total

Max EC

Contrib.

Req. EC

Contrib.
Receipts Interest

1 No LMU MUENCH 228,601 171,450 0 0 50,870 50,870 3,348 3,348 282,819 225,668 225,668 0 0

1 Yes (1) LMU MUENCH 20,402 15,301 0 0 0 0 2,188 2,188 22,590 17,489 17,489 0 0

2 No UNIPI 119,102 89,326 0 0 0 0 0 0 119,102 89,326 89,326 0

2 Yes (1) UNIPI 0 0 0 0 869 869 0 0 869 869 869 0

3 No UDF 104,374 78,280 0 0 2,057 2,057 0 0 106,431 80,337 80,337 0

3 Yes (1) UDF 302 226 0 0 0 0 0 0 302 226 226 0

-999 3 No ISTI 23,346 17,509 0 0 0 0 0 0 23,346 17,509 17,509 0

4 No Fraunhofer 134,706 101,029 0 0 13,130 13,130 0 0 147,836 114,159 114,159 0

4 Yes (1) Fraunhofer 738 553 0 0 0 0 0 0 738 553 553 0

5 No UJF-VERIMA 117,139 87,854 0 0 3,331 3,331 0 0 120,470 91,185 91,185 0

-996 5 No INPG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-995 5 No CNRS 58,478 43,858 0 0 2,953 2,953 0 0 61,431 46,811 46,811 0

-995 5 Yes (1) CNRS 30,025 22,518 0 0 9,083 9,083 0 0 39,108 31,601 31,601 0

6 No UNIMORE 197,390 148,042 0 0 0 0 0 0 197,390 148,042 148,042 0

8 No ULB 169,740 127,305 0 0 0 0 0 0 169,740 127,305 127,305 0

9 No EPFL 2,180 1,635 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,180 1,635 1,635 0

10 No VW 182,842 91,421 0 0 7,644 7,644 0 0 190,486 99,065 99,065 0

10 Yes (1) VW -6,475 -3,237 0 0 -385 -385 0 0 -6,860 -3,622 -3,622 0

11 No ZIMORY 178,678 134,008 0 0 0 0 0 0 178,678 134,008 134,008 0

12 No UL 196,694 147,520 0 0 6,284 6,284 0 0 202,978 153,804 153,804 0

13 No IMT 105,574 79,180 0 0 4,220 4,220 0 0 109,794 83,400 83,400 0

13 Yes (1) IMT 566 424 0 0 2,267 0 0 0 2,833 424 2,691 0

14 No Mobsya 135,747 101,810 0 0 0 0 0 0 135,747 101,810 101,810 0

15 No CUNI 192,689 144,516 0 0 904 904 0 0 193,593 145,420 145,420 0

Total 2,192,838 1,600,528 0 0 103,227 100,960 5,536 5,536 2,301,601 1,707,024 1,709,291 0
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN
Participant

Identity Code
999978433

Organisation

Short Name
LMU MUENCHEN Beneficiary nr 1

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 122,370 0 27,316 0 149,686

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 20,506 0 4,478 2,093 27,077

Indirect costs 85,725 0 19,076 1,255 106,056

Total costs 228,601 0 50,870 3,348 282,819

Maximum EU contribution 171,450 0 50,870 3,348 225,668

Requested EU contribution 225,668

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

3. Declaration of interest yielded by the pre-financing (to be completed only by the coordinator)

Did the pre-financing you received generate any interest according to Art.II.19 ? No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
Yes

Name of the auditor LMU München Cost of the certificate (in €) 1,200

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Willibald Seitz

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN
Participant

Identity Code
999978433

Organisation

Short Name
LMU MUENCHEN Beneficiary nr 1

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 0 0 0 0 0

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 12,752 0 0 1,368 14,120

Indirect costs 7,650 0 0 820 8,470

Total costs 20,402 0 0 2,188 22,590

Maximum EU contribution 15,301 0 0 2,188 17,489

Requested EU contribution 17,489

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

3. Declaration of interest yielded by the pre-financing (to be completed only by the coordinator)

Did the pre-financing you received generate any interest according to Art.II.19 ? No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
Yes

Name of the auditor LMU München Cost of the certificate (in €) 1,200

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Willibald Seitz

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITA DI PISA
Participant

Identity Code
999862712

Organisation

Short Name
UNIPI Beneficiary nr 2

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 55,280 0 0 0 55,280

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 19,159 0 0 0 19,159

Indirect costs 44,663 0 0 0 44,663

Total costs 119,102 0 0 0 119,102

Maximum EU contribution 89,326 0 0 0 89,326

Requested EU contribution 89,326

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Paola Fabiani

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name UNIVERSITA DI PISA
Participant

Identity Code
999862712

Organisation

Short Name
UNIPI Beneficiary nr 2

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 0 0 0 0 0

Subcontracting 0 0 869 0 869

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs 0 0 0 0 0

Total costs 0 0 869 0 869

Maximum EU contribution 0 0 869 0 869

Requested EU contribution 869

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Paola Fabiani

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE
Participant

Identity Code
999895789

Organisation

Short Name
UDF Beneficiary nr 3

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 50,067 0 1,286 0 51,353

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 15,167 0 0 0 15,167

Indirect costs 39,140 0 771 0 39,911

Total costs 104,374 0 2,057 0 106,431

Maximum EU contribution 78,280 0 2,057 0 80,337

Requested EU contribution 80,337

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Renzo Pinzani

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE
Participant

Identity Code
999895789

Organisation

Short Name
UDF Beneficiary nr 3

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 189 0 0 0 189

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs 113 0 0 0 113

Total costs 302 0 0 0 302

Maximum EU contribution 226 0 0 0 226

Requested EU contribution 226

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Renzo Pinzani

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by Third Party) Only applicable if special clause nr 10 is used

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

3rd party

legal Name
CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE

3rd party

Organisation

Short Name

ISTI
Working for

beneficiary nr
3

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % N/A

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 12,197 0 0 0 12,197

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 2,929 0 0 0 2,929

Indirect costs 8,220 0 0 0 8,220

Total costs 23,346 0 0 0 23,346

Maximum EU contribution 17,509 0 0 0 17,509

Requested EU contribution 17,509

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Claudio Montani

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name
FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG

DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V

Participant

Identity Code
999984059

Organisation

Short Name
Fraunhofer Beneficiary nr 4

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % N/A

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 73,019 0 7,116 0 80,135

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 9,964 0 975 0 10,939

Indirect costs 51,723 0 5,039 0 56,762

Total costs 134,706 0 13,130 0 147,836

Maximum EU contribution 101,029 0 13,130 0 114,159

Requested EU contribution 114,159

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? Yes

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
Yes

Name of the auditor
KPMG

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project
0

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Hannah Wolff

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name
FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG

DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V

Participant

Identity Code
999984059

Organisation

Short Name
Fraunhofer Beneficiary nr 4

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % N/A

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 843 0 0 0 843

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs -105 0 0 0 -105

Total costs 738 0 0 0 738

Maximum EU contribution 553 0 0 0 553

Requested EU contribution 553

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? Yes

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
Yes

Name of the auditor
KPMG

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project
0

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Hannah Wolff

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITE JOSEPH FOURIER GRENOBLE 1
Participant

Identity Code
999907429

Organisation

Short Name
UJF-VERIMAG Beneficiary nr 5

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 61,741 0 2,082 0 63,823

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 11,471 0 0 0 11,471

Indirect costs 43,927 0 1,249 0 45,176

Total costs 117,139 0 3,331 0 120,470

Maximum EU contribution 87,854 0 3,331 0 91,185

Requested EU contribution 91,185

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Isabelle ALLEGRET

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by Third Party) Only applicable if special clause nr 10 is used

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

3rd party

legal Name
INSTITUT POLYTECHNIQUE DE GRENOBLE

3rd party

Organisation

Short Name

INPG
Working for

beneficiary nr
5

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 0 0 0 0 0

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs 0 0 0 0 0

Total costs 0 0 0 0 0

Maximum EU contribution 0 0 0 0 0

Requested EU contribution

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Xavier Fauveau

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by Third Party) Only applicable if special clause nr 10 is used

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

3rd party

legal Name
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE

3rd party

Organisation

Short Name

CNRS
Working for

beneficiary nr
5

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 36,549 0 1,846 0 38,395

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs 21,929 0 1,107 0 23,036

Total costs 58,478 0 2,953 0 61,431

Maximum EU contribution 43,858 0 2,953 0 46,811

Requested EU contribution 46,811

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Jérôme VITRE

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by Third Party) Only applicable if special clause nr 10 is used

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

3rd party

legal Name
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE

3rd party

Organisation

Short Name

CNRS
Working for

beneficiary nr
5

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 18,766 0 5,677 0 24,443

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 0 0 0 0 0

Indirect costs 11,259 0 3,406 0 14,665

Total costs 30,025 0 9,083 0 39,108

Maximum EU contribution 22,518 0 9,083 0 31,601

Requested EU contribution 31,601

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Jérôme VITRE

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MODENA E REGGIO EMILIA
Participant

Identity Code
999840887

Organisation

Short Name
UNIMORE Beneficiary nr 6

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 113,234 0 0 0 113,234

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 10,135 0 0 0 10,135

Indirect costs 74,021 0 0 0 74,021

Total costs 197,390 0 0 0 197,390

Maximum EU contribution 148,042 0 0 0 148,042

Requested EU contribution 148,042

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Eugenio Dragoni

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES
Participant

Identity Code
999986290

Organisation

Short Name
ULB Beneficiary nr 8

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 58,009 0 0 0 58,009

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 48,079 0 0 0 48,079

Indirect costs 63,652 0 0 0 63,652

Total costs 169,740 0 0 0 169,740

Maximum EU contribution 127,305 0 0 0 127,305

Requested EU contribution 127,305

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Patrick Goblet

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE DE LAUSANNE
Participant

Identity Code
999973971

Organisation

Short Name
EPFL Beneficiary nr 9

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 0 0 0 0 0

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 1,363 0 0 0 1,363

Indirect costs 817 0 0 0 817

Total costs 2,180 0 0 0 2,180

Maximum EU contribution 1,635 0 0 0 1,635

Requested EU contribution 1,635

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof. Benoît Deveaud-Plédran and Prof. Hannes Bleuler

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name VOLKSWAGEN AG
Participant

Identity Code
999939924

Organisation

Short Name
VW Beneficiary nr 10

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 50.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % N/A

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 99,755 0 4,310 0 104,065

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 5,908 0 0 0 5,908

Indirect costs 77,179 0 3,334 0 80,513

Total costs 182,842 0 7,644 0 190,486

Maximum EU contribution 91,421 0 7,644 0 99,065

Requested EU contribution 99,065

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? Yes

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof. T. Form; T. Drescher

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name VOLKSWAGEN AG
Participant

Identity Code
999939924

Organisation

Short Name
VW Beneficiary nr 10

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 50.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % N/A

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 4,212 0 214 0 4,426

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 632 0 0 0 632

Indirect costs -11,319 0 -599 0 -11,918

Total costs -6,475 0 -385 0 -6,860

Maximum EU contribution -3,237 0 -385 0 -3,622

Requested EU contribution -3,622

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? Yes

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof. T. Form; T. Drescher

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name ZIMORY GMBH
Participant

Identity Code
990797965

Organisation

Short Name
ZIMORY Beneficiary nr 11

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 109,681 0 0 0 109,681

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 1,993 0 0 0 1,993

Indirect costs 67,004 0 0 0 67,004

Total costs 178,678 0 0 0 178,678

Maximum EU contribution 134,008 0 0 0 134,008

Requested EU contribution 134,008

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Rüdiger Baumann, Maximilian Ahrens

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK
Participant

Identity Code
999809071

Organisation

Short Name
UL Beneficiary nr 12

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 111,970 0 300 0 112,270

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 10,964 0 3,628 0 14,592

Indirect costs 73,760 0 2,356 0 76,116

Total costs 196,694 0 6,284 0 202,978

Maximum EU contribution 147,520 0 6,284 0 153,804

Requested EU contribution 153,804

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Rosemary Fogarty

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name
SCUOLA IMT (INSTITUZIONI,

MERCANTI,TECNOLOGIE) ALTI STUDI DI LUCCA

Participant

Identity Code
965146412

Organisation

Short Name
IMT Beneficiary nr 13

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 60,433 0 2,638 0 63,071

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 5,551 0 0 0 5,551

Indirect costs 39,590 0 1,582 0 41,172

Total costs 105,574 0 4,220 0 109,794

Maximum EU contribution 79,180 0 4,220 0 83,400

Requested EU contribution 83,400

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof Alberto Bemporad

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? Yes

To 30/09/2012 Adjustment relates to Period : 1

Legal Name
SCUOLA IMT (INSTITUZIONI,

MERCANTI,TECNOLOGIE) ALTI STUDI DI LUCCA

Participant

Identity Code
965146412

Organisation

Short Name
IMT Beneficiary nr 13

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 0 0 0 0 0

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 354 0 0 0 354

Indirect costs 212 0 2,267 0 2,479

Total costs 566 0 2,267 0 2,833

Maximum EU contribution 424 0 0 0 424

Requested EU contribution 2,691

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof Alberto Bemporad

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name ASSOCIATION MOBSYA
Participant

Identity Code
974500413

Organisation

Short Name
Mobsya Beneficiary nr 14

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 82,809 0 0 0 82,809

Subcontracting 0 0 0 0 0

Other direct costs 2,033 0 0 0 2,033

Indirect costs 50,905 0 0 0 50,905

Total costs 135,747 0 0 0 135,747

Maximum EU contribution 101,810 0 0 0 101,810

Requested EU contribution 101,810

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Mariza Freire and Francesco Mondada

Date & signature
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Form C - Financial Statement (to be filled in by each beneficiary)

Project Number 257414 Funding scheme Collaborative project

Project Acronym ASCENS

Period from 01/10/2011 Is this an adjustment to a previous statement ? No

To 30/09/2012

Legal Name UNIVERZITA KARLOVA V PRAZE
Participant

Identity Code
999923434

Organisation

Short Name
CUNI Beneficiary nr 15

Funding % for RTD activities (A) 75.0 If flat rate for indirect costs, specify % 60

1. Declaration of eligible costs/lump sum/flate-rate/scale of unit (in €)

Type of Activity

RTD (A) Demonstration (B) Management (C) Other (D) Total (A+B+C+D)

Personnel costs 108,227 0 470 0 108,697

Subcontracting 0 0 152 0 152

Other direct costs 12,204 0 0 0 12,204

Indirect costs 72,258 0 282 0 72,540

Total costs 192,689 0 904 0 193,593

Maximum EU contribution 144,516 0 904 0 145,420

Requested EU contribution 145,420

2. Declaration of receipts

Did you receive any financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge from third parties or did the project

generate any income which could be considered a receipt according to Art.II. 17 of the grant agreement ?
No

If yes, please mention the amount (in €)

4. Certificate on the methodology

Do you declare average personnel costs according to Art.II.14.1 ? No

Is there a certificate on the methodology provided by an independent auditor and accepted by the Commission

according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor
Cost of the certificate (in €),

if charged under this project

. Certificate on the financial statements

Is there a certificate on the financial statements provided by an independent auditor attached to this financial

statement according to Art.II.4.4 ?
No

Name of the auditor Cost of the certificate (in €)

6. Beneficiary's declaration on its honour

We declare on our honour that:

- the costs declared above are directly related to the resources used to attain the objectives of the project and fall within the definition of

eligble costs specified in Articles II.14 and II.15 of the grant agreement, and, if relevant, Annex III and Article 7 (special clauses) of the grant

agreement;

- the receipts declared above are the only financial transfers or contributions in kind, free of charge, from third parties and the only income

generated by the project which could be considered as receipts according to Art.II.17 of the grant agreement;

- the interest declared above is the only interest yielded by the pre-financing which falls whithin the definition of Art.II.19 of the grant agreement;

- there is full supporting documentation to justify the information hereby declared. It will be made available at the request of the Commission

and in the event of an audit by the Commission and/or by the Court of Auditors and/or their authorised representatives.

Beneficiary's Stamp Name of the Person(s) Authorised to sign this Finanancial Statement

Prof. RNDr. Jan Kratochvil, CSc.

Date & signature
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